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A detailed discussion of linear excitation schemes for IR planar-induced fluorescence �PLIF� imaging of
CO and CO2 is presented. These excitation schemes are designed to avoid laser scattering, absorption
interferences, and background luminosity while an easily interpreted PLIF signal is generated. The
output of a tunable optical parametric amplifier excites combination or overtone transitions in these
species, and InSb IR cameras collect fluorescence from fundamental transitions. An analysis of the
dynamics of pulsed laser excitation demonstrates that rotational energy transfer is prominent; hence the
excitation remains in the linear regime, and standard PLIF postprocessing techniques may be used to
correct for laser sheet inhomogeneities. Analysis of the vibrational energy-transfer processes for CO
show that microsecond-scale integration times effectively freeze the vibrational populations, and the
fluorescence quantum yield following nanosecond-pulse excitation can be made nearly independent of the
collisional environment. Sensitivity calculations show that the single-shot imaging of nascent CO in
flames is possible. Signal interpretation for CO2 is more complicated, owing to strongly temperature-
dependent absorption cross sections and strongly collider-dependent fluorescence quantum yield. These
complications limit linear CO2 IR PLIF imaging schemes to qualitative visualization but indicate that
increased signal level and improved quantitative accuracy can be achieved through consideration of
laser-saturated excitation schemes. © 2002 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

IR planar laser-induced fluorescence �PLIF�1,2 is an
imaging diagnostic in which infrared laser light is
tuned spectrally to a molecular absorption line,
shaped geometrically into a thin sheet, and used to
excite vibrational transitions in the selected IR-active
species in the illuminated plane. An infrared cam-
era captures an image of the resulting vibrational
fluorescence, interrogating the two-dimensional dis-
tribution of molecular concentration and providing
information that can be used to explore reaction or
mixing. IR PLIF is a modification of more tradi-
tional PLIF measurements3 in that visible or UV ex-
citation of electronic transitions is replaced by IR
excitation of vibrational transitions. Since IR PLIF
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measurements can generate high signal levels that
scale linearly with both laser energy and species con-
centration, IR PLIF has advantages over Raman4

and multiphoton PLIF5–7 for the imaging of species
that lack convenient UV transitions.

Recent experimental efforts have demonstrated
the ability of IR PLIF techniques to image CO1,2 and
CO2.2 An example result is shown in Fig. 1, demon-
strating the quality of image that is achievable with
use of this technique. However, previous efforts
have not presented a detailed investigation of excita-
tion schemes, the attendant energy-transfer pro-
cesses, and the effects of both on the interpretation of
IR PLIF signal. Specifically, there has been no thor-
ough discussion to date of temperature and bath gas
dependence in combustion flows. This paper thus
complements previous imaging demonstrations by
exploring the detailed collision dynamics for a variety
of concentration-imaging schemes and presenting a
model-based framework for interpreting current
and future IR PLIF imaging efforts. Although
PLIF imaging has been employed for visualization of
a variety of flow parameters, including species con-
centration,8 temperature,9 pressure,10 and reaction
rate,11 this paper will be structured solely around the
imaging of molecular concentration; extensions to



other flow parameters have been discussed in various
reviews.3,12,13

The transition from basic demonstrations to ap-
plied combustion flows will require that excitation
schemes be designed to maximize signal while mini-
mizing error sources such as laser scatter, laser at-
tenuation, radiative trapping, or spatially nonuniform
fluorescence quantum yield. Since the processes of
laser pumping, energy transfer, and camera integra-
tion change when PLIF techniques are modified to
employ vibrational transitions, the analysis of these
processes must be reconsidered for linear IR PLIF
measurements. This paper presents the framework
for analysis of IR PLIF excitation schemes as well as
specific results for CO and CO2. Later sections will
describe typical experimental configurations and
techniques for image postprocessing and interpreta-
tion. Following this, a section will present the exci-
tation schemes being considered. Finally, a section
will describe the pulsed excitation process, the para-
metric dependences of the effective fluorescence
quantum yield, and the sensitivity of IR PLIF imag-
ing techniques. The discussion will be structured
first around CO; later sections will repeat this struc-
ture for CO2. The analysis reveals challenges that
are associated with the linear excitation of CO2 and
motivates investigation of laser-saturated infrared
excitation of CO2, which is experimentally demon-
strated in a separate paper.14

2. Experimental Setup and Techniques

A typical experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2 to
provide context for several of the experimental issues

Fig. 1. Sample IR PLIF visualization of a room-temperature,
6-mm-diameter forced CO2 jet mixing with ambient air. A single
8-mJ pulse at 2.0 �m pumps the �2001�II 4 �0000� transition in
CO2, and an InSb camera collects fluorescence at 4.3 �m.
that are addressed through calculations later in this
paper. Laser light that is resonant with vibrational
transitions of CO or CO2 is generated by a
nanosecond-pulse, wavelength-tunable infrared laser
source.2 This optical parametric oscillator�
amplifier�OPO�OPA� system tunes from 1.3 to 4.7
�m and generates 400-MHz linewidth pulses with
energies as high as 20 mJ near the OPA degeneracy
�2.1 �m�. The beam is shaped with use of CaF2
optics to form either a waist for single-point laser-
induced fluorescence �LIF� measurements or a thin
sheet for PLIF imaging. IR LIF signal is collected
onto one or two 256 � 256 InSb cameras �Santa Bar-
bara Focalplane, SBF 134�. These cameras have
been designed to provide short exposure times, and
they are capable of submicrosecond exposures with-
out detector bias changes or other temporally nonlin-
ear effects that are common to most IR cameras.
The LN2-cooled InSb cameras are sensitive from 1.0
to 5.3 �m, with quantum efficiencies ranging from 85
to 95%.

Image postprocessing eliminates a variety of error
sources.1,3,15 Individual pixel responsivity and col-
lection efficiency are calibrated with use of images of
graybody emitters at different temperatures, and an
online correction is applied to the measured signal.
Background generated by analog-to-digital offsets or
nonlaser-induced emission is corrected by subtract-
ing the background �collected without laser excita-
tion� from the image. A dual-camera setup and a
pellicle beamsplitter2 are used, when needed, to
achieve real-time background subtraction in un-
steady flows. We corrected for inhomogeneities in
the incident laser sheet by recording fluorescence

Fig. 2. Typical IR PLIF experimental setup. PBS, pellicle beam-
splitter.
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from a uniform flow or laser scatter off a surface,
binning along the direction of laser propagation, fil-
tering out spatial frequencies in the image data that
are greater than 10 cm�1, and using the resulting
function to normalize image data. No evidence of
higher spatial frequencies �kx � 10 cm�1� is observed
in our laser sheet, so this filtering technique mini-
mizes the noise that is introduced by sheet correction
without generating a measurable error. We cor-
rected for laser sheet inhomogeneity that is caused by
minor laser attenuation in the imaged region by us-
ing known absorption cross sections.

3. Fluorescence Equation

The fluorescence equation for linear excitation can be
written as

Sf,lin � Np,incnabs���	c (1)

where Sf,lin is the fluorescence signal in photons,
Np,inc is the number of photons incident on the im-
aged voxel, nabs and � are the number density and
absorption cross section of the interrogated species, l
is the voxel length, � is the fluorescence quantum
yield, and 	c is the efficiency of the collection optics.
This form provides insight into the effect of experi-
mental parameters on fluorescence signal. Np,inc is
dictated by laser pulse energy, 	c and l by the collec-
tion optics and camera, nabs� by the absorption prop-
erties of the interrogated species, and � by the
magnitudes of excited-state emission rates and the
collisional interaction between the interrogated spe-
cies and its environment. In particular, � embodies
the effects of vibrational energy-transfer �VET� pro-
cesses with the bath gas. Fluorescence images can
be converted to molecular concentration by way of Eq.
�1� through the experimental removal of nonunifor-
mities in Np,inc �through sheet correction� and 	c
�through pixel calibration�, and the employment of
excitation schemes that generate a nearly uniform
value for ��.

A. CO Excitation Schemes

The excitation scheme used for CO is designed to
isolate the CO species concentration from other pa-
rameters and error sources �most notably spatial or
thermal variations in � and �lin� such that signal
interpretation is straightforward. 8–15 mJ of energy
is used to excite a rotational line of the first overtone
�2 4 0� band near 2.35 �m, and fundamental emis-
sion �2 3 1, 1 3 0� is collected at 4.7 �m. The
overtone absorption band is used so that laser scatter
may be rejected with filters. In addition, absorption
interferences are negligible in the 2.35-�m region
except for a number of CO lines that overlap with
CH4 
3 � 
4 band absorption lines; these lines should
be avoided when methane flames are imaged. Flu-
orescence at 4.7 �m is collected, since 4.7 is the stron-
gest spectral feature. Bandpass interference filters
are used to minimize soot and water emission and to
eliminate laser scatter and CO2 emission. In flame
experiments, a cold gas filter16–18 is used to reduce
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emission associated with �13 0� transitions, which is
the primary component of the background emission
from hot CO. Since most of the LIF from nascent
CO at flame conditions occurs between excited states
�2 3 1�, this filter effectively passes LIF and rejects
flame luminosity.

Since laser excitation occurs on nanosecond time
scales and fluorescence integration occurs on micro-
second timescales, the pulsed excitation process can
be considered temporally separate from the vibra-
tional relaxation process. Calculations of absorp-
tion and fluorescence are hence presented in two
different sections to follow.

1. Absorption
Equation �1� tacitly assumes that the laser-induced
perturbation of state distributions is small, so the
absorption cross section per CO molecule � does not
change during the laser pulse. The confirmation of
this assumption establishes that Sf is linear with
Np,inc and that Eq. �1� may be used accordingly to
interpret IR PLIF images. For the CO excitation
scheme, experimental measurements and calcula-
tions of rotational energy-transfer �RET� processes
during the laser pulse have been used to confirm that
standard PLIF experimental techniques and postpro-
cessing procedures �which assume that Eq. �1� is ap-
plicable may be used. These procedures, which
include the sheet-correction techniques described
earlier in this section, can introduce errors if fluences
are high enough to perturb state distributions and
generate nonlinear absorption. By establishing that
fluorescence is in the linear regime, we confirm with
these absorption results the accuracy of current im-
aging experiments and can use the results to project
the success of future efforts that might employ more
powerful laser systems, different sheet optics, or ir-
radiated regions of different sizes.

In this section, we model the pulsed excitation pro-
cess by using a rate-equation analysis that includes
the effects of both laser pumping and collisional ro-
tational energy-transfer processes. Because vibra-
tional energy transfer �VET� for CO is much slower
than RET, VET is ignored during the laser pulse.
Each rotational state j is considered �mj states,
though, are not distinguished�. State-to-state RET
rates for CO �as well as their scaling relations� have
been studied by other investigators in the context of
line broadening and mixing, and rates given by these
scaling laws can be employed straightforwardly and
confidently for a detailed analysis. For a particular
laser pulse, we account for the laser transition by
using the known Einstein B coefficient and the time-
dependent laser intensity. For 2.35-�m excitation
of CO, state-to-state RET rates were modeled with
use of a modified exponential gap �MEG� scaling law
similar to one used for studies of CO Raman line
mixing.19,20 The MEG scaling was chosen because it
is straightforward to implement and it successfully
reproduces line broadening and mixing in CO. In
the form of MEG that is implemented here, endother-



mic RET rates were fit for collision-induced rotational
state changes,

CO�i� � MO¡
kj4i

CO� j� � M, (2)

through the use of the equation

kj4i � A (296
T )n (1 � Ei�kBT�

1 � Ei�kBT )2

exp����E�kBT).

(3)
.

Here kj4i is the transition rate from rotational state
i to j; Ei is the energy of state i �J; T is temperature
�K; �E � Ej � Ei, kB is Boltzmann’s constant �J�K;
and A �s�1, �, �, and n are fitting parameters. Exo-
thermic reaction rates follow from detailed balance.

MEG parameters are fit for a particular bath gas so
that the summed state transfer rates match mea-
sured or calculated FWHM line-broadening values
from20–23

�c�vci
� �

j�1
j�i

�

kj4i. (4)

Elastic dephasing and resonant rotation-rotation
transfer can be ignored, since both pathways have
been shown to have negligible effect on CO line mix-
ing and broadening.19,24 Rotational transfer rates in
v � 2 are assumed to be identical to those in v � 0,
since CO IR and Raman linewidths are constant with
vibrational level.20,24,25

Given state-to-state RET rates, a spatial and tem-
poral integration of state populations during pulsed
excitation may be used to predict the dependence of
LIF signal magnitude on fluence. We evaluated the
predictions experimentally by measuring single-
point LIF intensity as a function of pulse energy and
comparing the intensity with the model predictions.
A 250-mm focal length CaF2 spherical lens was used
to focus the 2.35-�m beam down to an approximately
Gaussian waist with FWHM of 330 �m and a Ray-
leigh range of 43 mm. By focusing to a single point,
we can achieve fluences approximately 300 times
higher than those typically used in imaging experi-
ments; high fluences lead to strongly non-Boltzmann
distributions and allow for thorough evaluation of the
quality of the RET model. The temporal profile of
the near-IR �731 nm� OPO output was measured with
a fast photodiode �Thorlabs DET-210�, and the result
after instrument function deconvolution ��6 ns
FWHM Gaussian� was used as the temporal profile of
the 2.35-�m pulse for the purposes of the calcula-
tions.

Calculations with the MEG scaling law �parame-
ters for this mixture are A � 2.0 � 109 s�1, � � 1.3,
� � 1.2, and n � 0.7� are compared in Fig. 3 with the
experimental data. The good agreement between
the experiment and the MEG scaling-law model in-
dicates that the MEG scaling-law analysis is quanti-
tatively accurate and can be used to predict
absorption processes.

Having matched the modeled RET rates to transi-
tion linewidths and having confirmed that the rate-
equation analysis accurately predicts the growth of
signal intensity with increasing fluence, we can use
the MEG scaling-law calculations to confirm that typ-
ical experimental IR PLIF imaging experiments lead
to linear fluorescence. The acceptable fluence is de-
fined here as the maximum fluence for which the
predicted errors in LIF signal that are caused by laser
perturbation of state populations are below 10%; ac-
ceptable fluences are plotted as a function of temper-
ature in Fig. 4 for a typical set of experimental
parameters. The acceptable fluence range de-
creases with temperature, owing to decreased colli-
sion rates and smaller RET cross sections. For
comparison, a typical value for laser fluence during
planar excitation is shown, indicating that current

Fig. 3. Comparison of computational results and experimental
measurements of LIF as a function of characteristic fluence, de-
fined as pulse energy divided by square of beam waist FWHM.
Measured LIF signal is relative. 293 K �R�8� excitation and 705 K
�R�12� excitation experimental values are all scaled by a single
constant factor, which is chosen to best match the computation.

Fig. 4. Acceptable fluence shown as a function of temperature.
Assumed experimental parameters are 1 atm, trace CO in air, the
excitation of the strongest R line, a factor of two spatial variation
of irradiance across the image owing to laser sheet profile nonuni-
formity and beam focusing, and 500-�m sheet thickness.
20 February 2002 � Vol. 41, No. 6 � APPLIED OPTICS 1193
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experiments are within the linear regime as defined
above. Thus the perturbations of the state distribu-
tion are not large enough to affect the interpretation
of IR PLIF signal.

2. Fluorescence
Having used RET calculations to confirm that typical
fluences in IR PLIF experiments generate fluores-
cence within the linear regime, we use VET calcula-
tions to evaluate the effective fluorescence quantum
yield �. As described earlier, the goal of the excita-
tion and collection scheme design is to make the value
of �� uniform throughout the image.

In contrast to electronic PLIF measurements, for
which the excited-state population typically can be
modeled with good accuracy by an exponential decay
with a single characteristic decay rate, the decay of
the laser-induced vibrational nonequilibrium is not
always exponential and can be dictated by several
different types of energy-transfer processes. Se-
lected VET processes for the CO excitation scheme
are shown schematically in Fig. 5. Depending on
the rates of these processes and the camera exposure
time, the fluorescence quantum yield � for IR PLIF
measurements will not always take on a form similar
to that used for electronic PLIF measurements. To
describe the functional form expected for IR PLIF
fluorescence quantum yield, we will discuss in this
section the behavior of two systems: �1� a model
four-level system that is greatly simplified and
thereby helps to clarify the limiting behavior of IR
PLIF schemes and �2� a fully resolved vibrational
system whose modeling requires numerical integra-
tion but that accurately represents the vibrational
manifolds of PLIF species and their collisional part-
ners in combustion systems.

For the purposes of generating a qualitative under-
standing of how � depends on VET rates, results are
first presented for a model four-level system �Fig. 6�.
This model system treats molecular species as two-
level systems and considers two diatomic species:

the LIF species L �the species that is excited by the
laser and whose fluorescence is collected by the cam-
era� and a near-resonant bath species B �a species
that does not interact with the laser but has excited
vibrational levels that are near-resonant with the
excited levels of the LIF species�. In treating species

Fig. 5. CO excitation and collection scheme.
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as two-level diatomic systems, this model system
eliminates intramodal vibration-to-vibration �V-V�
relaxation �which would be present if more than two
levels were considered� and intermodal V-V relax-
ation �which would be present if polyatomics were
considered�. For LIF measurements in a pure gas,
levels 3 and 4 are not used, and the system is effec-
tively two-level.

Following laser excitation that populates level 2,
the system equilibrates with other species through
V-V processes at a characteristic rate denoted as kVV
and equilibrates with the translational temperature
through vibration-to-translation �V-T� processes at a
characteristic rate denoted as kVT. V-T transfer pro-
ceeds by the following mechanisms:

L�2� � M 7 L�1� � M � �E1, (5)

with forward rate N2kVT and backward rate
N1kVT exp���E1�kB T�, and

B�3� � M 7 B(4� � M � �E1 � �E2, (6)

with forward rate N3kVT and backward rate
N4kVT exp����E1��E2��kBT. V-V transfer pro-
ceeds by

L�1� � B�3� 7 L�2� � B�4� � �E2. (7)

with forward rate N1N3�NkVV and backward rate
N2N4�NkVV exp���E2��kBT�. In all cases, M im-
plies any molecule and N is the total population.
The rate equations for this system are

dN1�dt � N2kVT � N1kVT exp���E1�kBT�

�
N1N3

N
kVV �

N2N4

N
kVV exp���E2�kBT�,

dN2�dt � N2kVT � N1kVT exp���E1�kBT�

�
N1N3

N
kVV �

N2N4

N
kVV exp���E2�kBT�,

dN3�dt � N4kVT � N3kVT exp����E1 � �E2��kBT

�
N1N3

N
kVV �

N2N4

N
kVV exp���E2�kBT�,

dN4�dt � N4kVT � N3kVT exp����E1 � �E2��kBT

�
N1N3

N
kVV �

N2N4

N
kVV exp���E2�kBT�,

(8)

Although the major simplifications associated with
the model four-level system prevent it from matching
the exact behavior of a complete vibrational relax-
ation system, the model system’s simplicity facili-
tates straightforward discussion of � and its
approximate dependence on experimental and phys-
ical parameters.

The fluorescence quantum yield � is defined as the



number of emitted photons that are normalized by
the number of absorbed photons Np,abs,

� � �
j �

0

� �Nj�t�
Np,abs

Ajdt , (9)

where � is the camera exposure time, �Nj�t� is the
laser-induced population change in-state j, and Aj is
the emission rate. Equation �9� reduces to simpler
expressions in certain limits when the model four-
level system from Fig. 6 is analyzed. Assuming, for
simplicity, that the excited state is unpopulated be-
fore laser pumping, Eq. �9� becomes

� � �
0

�

A
N2�t�
Np,abs

dt. (10)

Here Np,abs � N2�t � 0� is the number of absorbed
photons or, equivalently, the number of molecules
excited by the laser. Equation �10� simplifies fur-
ther in certain limits, several of which are discussed
in the following paragraphs.

Fast equilibration of pumped mode with transla-
tional mode. When the collisional V-T decay is fast
compared to the camera exposure time and V-V equil-
ibration is not present, the fluorescence quantum
yield simplifies to a ratio of emission and collisional
transfer rates. For example, the collisional decay
time 1�kVT of CO2 vibrational levels in 1 atm of H2O
is �10 ns, and our minimum camera exposure times
are 300 ns. For this case, � 3 �, and Eq. �10� sim-
plifies to the familiar ratio of emission and collision
rates,

� � �
0

�

A exp��kVTt�dt � A�kVT. (11)

Short exposure time. When the camera exposure
time is much shorter than the characteristic time of
vibrational equilibration, vibrational level popula-

Fig. 6. VET rates for a model four-level system. Radiative
transfer is a minor energy-transfer mechanism and is omitted from
this figure.
tions do not change during the exposure time, and the
fluorescence quantum yield is simply the product of
the emission rate and the exposure time. For exam-
ple, IR PLIF of room-temperature CO might employ
an integration time of �0.5–10 �s, while the V-T
energy transfer, which depletes the vibrational en-
ergy, occurs on millisecond time scales. In this case,
kVT 4 0, and Eq. �10� simplifies to

� � �
0

�

A exp��kVTt�dt � �
0

�

Adt � A�. (12)

Fast intermolecular vibrational equilibration, slow
translational equilibration. When the system ex-
changes vibrational energy between molecules
quickly but loses vibrational energy to the transla-
tional and rotational modes slowly, the V-V transfer
is quickly equilibrated, and the V-T transfer is frozen.
In this case, kVT 3 0 and kVV 3 �. Thus only kVV
terms in Eqs. 8 are retained, and the equilibrium
between levels 2 and 3 is described by detailed bal-
ance:

N1N3

N
�

N2N4

N
exp���E2�kT�. (13)

The vibrational energy, which was initially held by
the LIF molecules in level 2, is now shared between
LIF and bath species in proportion to their mole frac-
tions:

N2

�L
�

N3

�B
exp��E2�kBT�, (14)

Here it is assumed that the vibrational excitation is
small, therefore N1�N��L and N4�N � �B, where �L
is the mole fraction of the LIF species L and �B is the
mole fraction of the bath gas species B. Noting that,
for kVT 3 0, N2 � N3 � Np,abs, and substituting Eq.
�14� into Eq. �10�, we can show that the vibrational
energy in the fluorescing molecule is diluted by the
bath gas, attenuating the PLIF signal:

� � A�
�L

�L � �B exp���E2�kBT�
. (15)

For large �E2, Eq. �15� becomes Eq. �12�, while for
small �E2, this simplifies to

� � A�
�L

�L � �B
. (15)

While the above results apply rigorously only to the
model four-level system and thus give only semiquan-
titative results for real systems, they serve to identify
which parameters will be important for PLIF signal
and which excitation schemes will be most successful.
IR PLIF signal is most easily interpreted if the limit
in Eq. �12� is reached, since signals are independent
of collisional environment. In cases with rapid res-
onant V-V transfer �CO2 in N2�, fluorescence quan-
tum yield may scale approximately with mole
fraction, as described by Eq. �16�. The form in Eq.
20 February 2002 � Vol. 41, No. 6 � APPLIED OPTICS 1195
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�16� generates higher image contrast, since the fluo-
rescence quantum yield increases the dependence of
PLIF signal on the mole fraction or concentration of
the imaged species, but makes a quantitative inter-
pretation more challenging. In all cases, the pres-
ence of a rapid V-T quencher �e.g., H2O for IR PLIF of
CO2� can lead to PLIF signals that are inversely pro-
portional to VET rates �Eq. �11�. As is discussed in
the following sections, straightforward interpretation
of PLIF signal in the linear regime can easily be
achieved for CO but is more challenging for CO2; the
presence of fast VET transfer for CO2 will motivate
consideration of laser-saturated schemes for excita-
tion.14

The limits described in Eqs. �11�–�15� are useful
conceptual guidelines but are only approximate; �
can be quantitatively evaluated only through the in-
tegration of Eq. �9�. Starting with an initial condi-
tion that assumes a laser-induced vibrational
nonequilibrium, our detailed VET model uses a rate-
equation formulation and the CHEMKIN interface26

to solve for the vibrational level populations as a
function of time. The model assumes translational
and rotational equilibrium �i.e., a common rotational
and translational temperature�, since these modes
equilibrate very quickly as compared with the camera
integration time. The CHEMKIN interface and
solver is adapted for VET through �1� modification of
the thermodynamic database to treat vibrational lev-
els as individual species, �2� the fitting of curves to
experimental or computational transfer rate data
from a variety of references, and �3� the use of
Schwartz-Slawsky-Herzfeld theory27 to scale experi-
mental and calculated rates for low-lying vibrational
levels for use at higher levels. Table 1 lists a num-
ber of VET references used, and key energy-transfer
rates for CO and CO2 in a typical fuel-rich hydrocar-
bon flame gas mixture are shown in Fig. 7. The
CHEMKIN interface provides reverse reaction rates
consistent with detailed balance. Roughly 80 vibra-
tional levels and 14,000 energy-transfer processes
are used.

The detailed VET model has been used to compute

Table 1. Sample References Providing VET Data for Use in Calculating
Fluorescence Quantum Yield

VET Process References

CO�M V-T 28–32
N2�M V-T 28, 33
O2�M V-T 28, 34
H2O�M V-T 35, 36
CO-CO V-V 32, 37
CO-N2 V-V 29, 38, 39
CO-H2O V-V 40, 41
CO-CO2 V-V 16, 42–47
CO-O2 V-V 30
CO2-M V-T and V-V 17, 18, 36, 43, 45, 48–55
CO2CO2 V-V 17
CO2-N2 V-V 43, 44
N2-N2 V-V 33
O2-O2 V-V 34
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� for CO following 2
 excitation. Figure 8 shows
results as a function of temperature, camera expo-
sure time, strength of excitation, CO mole fraction,
and H2O mole fraction �approximate prediction of Eq.
�12�; � � 7 � 10�5 for a 1-�s exposure. For short
exposures, the system approaches the no-quench
limit of Eq. �12�, while for longer exposures, the ef-
fects of energy-transfer processes are evident �Fig.
8�a�. Exposure times near 1 �s are a good compro-
mise between the minimization of � variations and
the maximization of signal levels, and exposures near
1 �s are typically used for flame experiments.
Strength of excitation �defined here as the fraction of
molecules in the lower vibrational level that are
pumped to the upper level� does not affect � for CO,
since translational heating during the exposure time
is negligible �Fig. 8�b�. The fluorescence quantum
yield � shows minor dependence on CO mole fraction
at high temperatures �Fig. 8�c�. In this case, in-
creased CO mole fraction minimizes the effects of
vibrational energy dilution by resonant bath gases

Fig. 7. Characteristic times for VET as a function of temperature
and collision partner at 1 atm. �a� Rates for CO in a mixture of 5%
CO, 10% CO2, and 10% H2O in N2. O2 and inert gases are inef-
ficient VET partners and are not considered. �b� Rates for CO2 in
the same mixture. Temperature dependences are stronger for
CO2 than CO owing to the nonresonant nature of the intermodal
V-V transfer.



�CO2, N2�, as expressed in Eq. �15�. These dilution
effects become more prominent as temperature in-
creases, since the increased translational energy de-
creases the effect of the energy gap associated with
transfer from CO to N2 and CO2 �about 200 cm�1 or
300 K energy defect�. At the CO levels that are ob-
served in most hydrocarbon flames ��5%�, the max-
imum variation of � with CO mole fraction for a 1 �s
exposure is �7%. Note that this variation is much
less than that predicted by Eq. �15�, which sets an
upper bound for these effects. H2O accelerates
translational equilibration at all temperatures, and
for a 1-�s exposure � varies by �15% as water mole
fraction is varied 0–20% �Fig. 8�d�. In both cases,
variations are significantly smaller for 1-�s expo-
sures than they are in the long-exposure limit �Eq.
�11�.

The above results show that the effects of varying
bath gas composition are manageable, and that a
single curve �Fig. 8�b� describes the dependence of �
with temperature with use of an appropriate expo-
sure time. With this in mind, we may choose exci-
tation of specific rotational lines to minimize the
variation of signal levels for a particular temperature
range. With the appropriate excitation line, PLIF
signal levels are directly proportional to species con-
centration. Figure 9 shows the product of the fluo-
rescence quantum yield � and the absorption cross

Fig. 8. Effects of �a� exposure time, �b� strength of excitation, �c�
parameters are 1-�s exposure; 10% excitation; and mixture constit
is varied from the nominal value, while other values are held con
section �. By choosing a particular rotational line, ��,
and therefore PLIF signal per CO molecule, can be
made approximately independent of temperature
within certain temperature ranges. Specifically, the
R�24� line generates signal that is constant to within

mole fraction, and �d� H2O mole fraction on � for CO. Nominal
5% CO, 15% H2O, 15% CO2 in N2. In each graph, one parameter
.

Fig. 9. Product of absorption cross section and fluorescence quan-
tum yield for CO �normalized to R�7� line at 300 K as a function of
pumped line and temperature at 1 atm. The gas mixture is the
same as was used for Fig. 8. Spectrally narrow laser excitation at
the line center is assumed. From this graph, lines may be chosen
that have roughly constant �� ��15%� in various regions ranging
from room temperature to 2200 K.
CO
uents
stant
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�12% over the 800–2200 K range, and the R�12� line
generates signal that is constant to within �15% over
the 300–800 K range.

3. Sensitivity
The predicted sensitivity of IR PLIF techniques is
evaluated by comparing signal levels with noise that
comes from analog-to-digital conversion �read noise�
and background subtraction �shot noise�. Read
noise for the camera systems is approximately 500
photoelectrons per pixel. Shot noise from back-
ground subtraction is a function of the experiment;
typical values can be as high as 1000 photoelectrons
at high temperatures if spectrally wide filters are
used or if soot is present. Figure 10 plots signal
levels for two excitation lines as a function of tem-
perature at conditions given in the figure caption.
Note that signal is higher than the noise for both
excitation lines for these conditions. This plot shows
that the single-shot imaging of nascent levels of CO is
possible with use of IR PLIF.

B. CO2 Excitation Schemes

CO2 is much more complicated to notate and model
than CO, owing to its multiple vibrational modes,
Fermi resonance, and faster VET processes. Carbon
dioxide level notation analogous to that of HIT-
RAN56,57 is used here as well as compact notation to
describe these groups of vibrational levels as units.
This compact notation uses a level symbol with un-
specified axial spin momentum �e.g., 110� to indicate
the group of levels corresponding to that energy �in
this case, 1100I, 1100II, and 0330�.

Several excitation options are available for CO2,
including combination bands at 2.0 �m
�2001II40000� and 2.7 �m �1001II40000� and differ-
ence bands at 9.6 �m �000141000II� and 10.6 �m
�000141000I�. In all cases, fluorescence is collected
through the fundamental band at 4.3 �m. For hy-
drocarbon flames, absorption interferences at the la-
ser wavelength are minor at 9.6, 10.6, and 2.0 �m;

Fig. 10. Calculated fluorescence signal as compared with noise
levels for the IR PLIF of CO. nCO � 1.7 � 1017 cm�3, corresponding
to 5% CO at 2200 K and 1 atm. Bath gas is 15% H2O and 15%
CO2, with a balance of N2. Other parameters are 1-�s exposure,
10-mJ excitation pulse, and 8 cm � 8 cm image.
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excitation at 2.7 �m, though, poses some experimen-
tal challenges, as laser attenuation that is due to
ambient water and CO2 must be eliminated through
the purge of CO2 and H2O from the beam path be-
tween the laser and the imaged plane. Experiments
to date using our OPO source �see Fig. 1� have em-
ployed 2.0-�m excitation. A separate paper14 dis-
cusses 10.6-�m excitation with use of a CO2 laser.

1. Absorption
RET analysis similar to that for CO is used to eval-
uate acceptable fluences for CO2 excitation schemes.
VET must be considered for CO2, since vibrational
transfer rates between near-resonant states in CO2
can be within 1 order of magnitude of rotational
transfer rates. For 2.0-�m excitation, the pertinent
energy-transfer processes are �a� collisional RET in
the lower �0000� and upper �2001II� vibrational levels
of the laser transition and �b� VET between the nine
vibrational levels in the 201 manifold. Analysis of
2.7, 9.6, and 10.6-�m excitation schemes are analo-
gous except for differences in lower and upper vibra-
tional level degeneracies. State-to-state RET rates
were used only in the vibrational levels connected by
the laser transition; other vibrational levels were as-
sumed to be in rotational equilibrium.

A simple MEG scaling is used for CO2 as well, even
though more physically accurate energy-corrected
sudden models55,58–60 have been proposed. This is
justified since the laser transitions in 12C16O2 are
between levels with axial spin momentum ��; for
these levels, nonzero rotational populations occur in
only half of the rotational states, and propensity dif-
ferences between even-�j and odd-�j transitions
�which stem from angular-momentum couplings and
are absent from MEG scalings� are unimportant.
For a particular choice of bath gas, fitting parameters
are calculated so as to best match the linewidths for
rotational states up to j � 100, as calculated using the
results of.61 Previous work has confirmed the accu-
racy of the linewidth-fitting technique,62–65 as well as
the validity of using one set of RET rates for all
vibrational levels.66,67

For transitions between the degenerate or near-
degenerate levels in the 201, 101, or 100 manifolds,
experimental rates55 are used, with quantum state
scaling from Schwartz-Slawsky-Herzfeld theory27

and temperature dependence chosen to match that of
the 1000I7 1000II transition as calculated inRef. 50.

This energy-transfer analysis leads to acceptable
fluence limits ��10% error�, which are listed in Table
2 for a typical set of experimental parameters. For
CO2, 2.0-�m excitation clearly allows for excitation in
the linear regime �since of the bands listed its absorp-
tion is weakest�, while excitations at 2.7, 9.6, or 10.6
�m experience significant departure from linearity
and are more appropriate for saturated excitation
techniques.14

2. Fluorescence
For CO2, fluorescence is collected at 4.3 �m, corre-
sponding to single-quantum changes in asymmetric



stretch �
3� energy. The laser-induced excess of 
3
energy is depleted by nonresonant intermodal V-V
transfer �upon collisions with any molecule M� and by
near-resonant transfer �upon collisions with CO and
N2�. Because nonresonant transfer plays an impor-
tant role in the vibrational relaxation of CO2, H2O’s
enhanced V-T transfer rates strongly affect CO2 vi-
brational relaxation.35 Also, because the character-
istic time for CO2–N2 V-V transfer is on the order of
100 ns,50 N2 dilutes CO2 LIF signal �Eq. �16�. Un-
fortunately, these two effects cause CO2 fluorescence
quantum yield to vary widely on the basis of the
collisional environment �Fig. 11�. From this figure,
it is clear that the uniformity of fluorescence quan-
tum yield that was possible for CO cannot be readily
achieved for CO2.

The variations in � caused by N2 and H2O mole
fraction variations are compounded by the thermal
dependence of the absorption cross section of CO2
�Fig. 12�, which is much more significant than that of
CO owing to CO2’s rapidly changing vibrational par-
tition function, which is typical of triatomics. Taken
together, collider-dependent fluorescence quantum
yield and temperature-dependent absorption cross
section make the nanosecond-pulse excitation of CO2
in the linear regime suitable only for qualitative vi-
sualization. While these challenges limit the poten-
tial utility of linear IR PLIF imaging techniques for

Table 2. Acceptable Fluence (<10% Error in LIF Signal) Shown for
Several CO2 Excitation Schemes at 1500 Ka

Excitation Scheme Acceptable Fluenceb

2.0 �m 1.160
2.7 �m 0.015
9.6 �m 0.025

10.6 �m 0.031
typical experimental fluence 0.040

aA typical fluence level used in experiments is listed for compar-
ison. Assumed experimental parameters are the same as for Fig. 4.

bIn J�cm2.

Fig. 11. Predicted CO2 fluorescence quantum yield � for linear
excitation and 1-�s exposure. Nominal gas mixture is 15% H2O
and 15% CO2, with a balance of N2, at 1000 K. Curves show effect
as mole fraction of CO
2 or H2O is changed.
CO2, they may be overcome with use of laser-
saturated techniques,14 which have the potential to
simplify greatly interpretation of CO2 IR PLIF im-
ages.

4. Conclusions

Linear excitation schemes for IR PLIF imaging of CO
and CO2 have been presented. A model four-level
system is analyzed to describe the limiting behavior
or the fluorescence quantum yield, highlighting dif-
ferences in IR LIF dependence on the basis of the
relative length of time scales for camera exposure,
V-T transfer, and V-V transfer. Integration of vibra-
tional level populations in a fully resolved vibrational
manifold is used to quantify fluorescence quantum
yield and its dependence on bath gas temperature
and species constituents in the general case.

For CO, excitation at 2.35 �m followed by a 1-�s
camera integration at 4.7 �m generates high signal
levels while minimizing laser scattering, laser atten-
uation, radiative trapping, and fluorescence quantum
yield variations. For CO, the VET is slow enough
that microsecond-scale integration times provided by
our IR camera system effectively freeze the vibra-
tional populations and make the fluorescence quan-
tum yield approximately independent of the
collisional environment. The R�12� and R�24� lines
may then be used to generate nearly temperature-
independent signal within the 300–800 K and 800–
2200 K regions, respectively.

A detailed rate-equation analysis of the transient
absorption process in the presence of RET shows that
typical experimental fluences reside within the linear
regime and standard PLIF postprocessing techniques
may be used. A detailed MEG scaling-law analysis
properly predicts LIF signal over the wide range of
fluences possible for single-point measurements and
planar imaging. Calculations of signal and noise
levels indicate that IR PLIF is sensitive enough to
enable single-shot imaging of nascent CO in flames.

For CO , 2.0-�m excitation �followed by collection

Fig. 12. CO2 absorption cross section �normalized to R�30� line at
300 K as a function of pumped line and temperature �for R tran-
sitions�. Legend indicates the lower vibrational level �0000 or
0110� and rotational state. Spectrally narrow laser excitation is
assumed.
2
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at 4.3 �m� is the best option for linear fluorescence
measurements, as it avoids laser attenuation from
CO2 and H2O �which is observed at 2.7 �m� and
nonlinear absorption �which is predicted for typical
experimental fluences at 2.7, 9.6, and 10.6 �m�. The
quantitative accuracy of CO2 images is limited by
CO2’s rapidly varying partition function and the ef-
fects of H2O and N2 mole fractions on fluorescence
quantum yield. These challenges may be circum-
vented through high-pulse-energy excitation and sat-
urated fluorescence, which is considered in a separate
paper.14

Future work to extend these measurements to CH4
appears quite feasible. In the conditions in which
CH4 is used as a fuel, its 
4 vibrational mode experi-
ences slow V-T relaxation times ��1 �s�. CH4 may
be excited at 2.3 or 3.3 �m, and 
4 emission at 7.6 �m
is expected to generate large signals. This emission,
though, must be probed using short-gate long-wave
infrared cameras, which are not presently available.

This research was supported by the Air Force Of-
fice of Scientific Research, Aerospace and Materials
Sciences Directorate, with Julian Tishkoff as techni-
cal monitor.
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